A 3D-printed patient-specific applicator guide for use in high-dose-rate interstitial brachytherapy for tongue cancer: a phantom study.
A patient-specific applicator guide system (PSAG) for tongue-cancer high-dose-rate (HDR) interstitial brachytherapy (ISBT) was developed by utilizing a 3D printing technique. An effectiveness of the 3D-printed PSAG (3D-PSAG) was evaluated for HDR ISBT. Six patients with tongue cancer were retrospectively selected for this study. For each patient, a total of three virtual clinical target volumes (CTV) requiring the insertion of four catheters (CTV4), six catheters (CTV6), and eight catheters (CTV8) were defined. For each CTV, treatment plans were generated to deliver 45 Gy in nine fractions. The 3D-PSAG was fabricated using a 3D-printer and the patient's CT-images. The resulting 3D-PSAG took the form of a shell conforming to the patient's contours with tubes for catheter insertion. For each CTV, catheters were inserted into the phantom with and without the 3D-PSAG. After that, CT-images of the phantom with the inserted catheters were acquired. Differences between the planned positions and those of the actually inserted catheters were evaluated from the CT-images. Given the actual catheter insertion positions, the dose distributions were reconstructed and analyzed. The maximum positional errors with and without the 3D-PSAG were 0.2 mm and 4.5 mm, respectively. For CTV6, the D 90% values of the original plan, the reconstructed plan with the 3D-PSAG, and the reconstructed plan without the 3D-PSAG, were 48.8 ± 1.7 Gy, 49.0 ± 2.9 Gy, and 45.6 ± 3.3 Gy, respectively. The D 1cc values for the mandible were 51.3 ± 9.2 Gy, 61.6 ± 8.3 Gy, and 81.1 ± 16.7 Gy, respectively. The dose homogeneities in the CTVs into which the catheters had been inserted with the 3D-PSAG were always superior to those into which the catheters had been inserted without the 3D-PSAG. The present phantom study demonstrated the feasibility of more accurate interstitial tongue brachytherapy while simplifying the treatment process by utilizing the 3D-PSAG.